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1. Abstract 
This paper proposes a prototype solution for a mobile web resource tracking system using mobile 
devices during an emergency situation. The system provides real time data to a decision maker 
so that he/she can effectively and efficiently monitor resources and assess the situation 
accordingly. Mobile devices (i.e., smart phones) support the ease of use for any location and at 
anytime. The Internet technology is selected to enable multiple or cross platform technology 
solutions for different mobile devices. 
Resources in the scope of this project are human resources (e.g., a doctor, a police officer) and a 
chemical list in a room. With the use of a GPS-enabled device or a wireless-enabled device, the 
system is used to provide the current location of the human resources. 
Transferring data between system databases and mobile devices is one of the important areas to 
address in this project. Since location data of a user is sensitive data, data should be protected via 
an encrypted protected network. In addition, because of the urgency of any crisis situation, it is 
critical that data from the system be able to be retrieved in a reasonable time frame. The 
investigation includes the exploration of database and data transfer solutions to meet the data 
availability during emergency conditions on mobile devices. 
This document includes a description of the system design, a review of current technologies, 
proposed methodology, and the implementation. Review of the literature section provides 
background information on current available technologies that were studied (section 3). Four 
identified factors are suggested in the system design – usability, security, availability, and 
performance. The discussion of which technology is selected for each feature can be found in the 
implementation section 4. Proposed future research areas can be found in the conclusion section 
and recommendations for future work section. 
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2. Introduction 
The idea of the project is to utilize mobile devices (i.e., smart phones), database, and Internet 
technologies during a disaster or crisis situation. The technology is a tool to monitor human 
resources and to provide a chemical data listing for an emergency team. The scope of the project 
includes research on factors related to the overall system design and implementation, the design 
system architecture for the system, and the creation of a prototype for demonstration. The human 
resource for the project is limited into four groups – doctor, nurse, firefighter, and police. The 
human resource tracking location covers an emergency site area; the RIT campus is used to 
demonstrate the concept. The resource assigned responsibility during the situation and contact 
information are selected as part of the scope. The assigned responsibility data is important to a 
decision maker to monitor the current status of how the situation is being responded to. The 
phone contact data are used to demonstrate how the system can be used to allow team 
communication using a smart-phone implemented function. RIT rooms are used as sample areas 
that can contain potentially harmful chemicals. The data is not the real data and is only used for 
the project demonstration. All data was inserted through a back-end (MySQL). The user 
interface for the system administration page is not part of the scope. 
The prototype includes two main applications – location tracking and chemical listing module. 
Location- based data is one of the critical parts in the project to provide real time, current 
information to a decision maker, especially when urgency and timing are highly critical, 
replacing the need for manual personnel reporting. The chemical feature is designed to display 
potentially harmful chemicals in an emergency (e.g., fire) situation for the emergency team to 
look up. 
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The project aims to design an easy-to-use interface for end users to get important information as 
quickly as possible. One of the solutions is to have a pre-classification of emergency data. Only a 
pre-defined classified list of important data in the chemical listing, specifically during an off-line 
mode where there is no connection, is cached. Hence, only selected data is stored on the device. 
The position tracking application consists of real time location update. As a doctor responds to 
the system alert, his/her GPS-enabled device will automatically send his/her current geographic 
X, Y coordinate location. The decision maker will have a virtual map showing real time position 
data of each team member on the site. Using Google map API technology, a virtual map is 
requested from a map server to plot each resource location on the map. 
The two main target user groups are emergency response teams (human resources, for example, 
doctors) and decision makers (e.g., an emergency response manager, a director of public safety). 
The following are the two possible scenarios of use: 
Scenario1, a fire fighter or a security officer has a need to know a chemical list stored in a room 
of a building. Instead of calling the central office and waiting for a response, the officer can 
browse through data of the room to see what dangerous chemical items are currently stored in the 
room. Consequently, he/she can decide if it is safe to enter the room and what precautions are 
required. The idea was formed during a meeting with Mr. Denninger (2009) of RIT Public Safety 
Department. 
Scenario 2, a crisis manager on or off site browses information through the resource tracking 
system for the latest information about required human resources. Geographical positioning and 
wireless communication technologies are useful to the managers and users of the fleets on their 
status. It will support a specific subset of management decisions, for instance, how many medical 
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doctors have already arrived on site, how many more are required and how many more are on 
their way. 
The system makes use of the Representational State Transfer (REST) web-service to bridge the 
connection between servers and clients (Richards, 2006). The REST web-service and the Internet 
solution for the prototype are selected to overcome mobile device cross-platform issues. The 
REST web-service provides a solution for the mobile device system to interface with different 
systems in manageable, lightweight implementation. REST utilizes Uniform Resource Identifier 
(URI) namespace technology that makes the application scalable, and the data can be easily 
shared by different servers. 
3. Literature Review and Findings 
There are technologies currently available that are useful to this project. Some identified core 
technologies include mapping, position tracking, information persistence, and resource 
management system. Following are some of the current solutions and technologies in the areas 
available to date: 
• An intelligent and situation-aware pervasive system to support debris-flow disaster 
prediction and alerting in Taiwan (Kung, Ku, Wu, & Lin, 2008). 
• A wireless first responder handheld device for rapid triage, patient assessment, and 
documentation during mass casualty incidents (Killeen, Chan, Buono, Griswold, & 
Lenert, 2006). 
• Cost-based tracking of scheduled vehicle journeys (Tiesyte & Jensen, 2008). 
• Sahana open-source disaster management system (Silva, 2006). 
• Ushahidi web-based handheld device information distributing during a disaster by user 
generated content (Ushahidi, 2008). 
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• User finding location using mobile phones from Google called Google Latitude (Google 
Latitude, 2009) as of February 17, 2009. 
An example of a resource management system for deployment during a disaster can be seen in 
the Sahana system. Sahana is an open-source disaster management system implemented with 
four main modules including a missing person registry, an organization registry, a camp registry, 
and a request management system (Silva, 2006). Other modules in the Sahana system consist of 
inventory management and catalog system, child protection module, volunteer management 
system, messaging module, and situation awareness. The Sahana organization registry module 
stores meta-data containing information about relief organizations involved in a particular 
disaster. The information includes types of services and support that an organization provides. 
By the same token, the Sahana request management system is available online to provide search 
solutions for customized aid catalogs, aid pledges, and requests. Another management module of 
Sahana is the volunteer management system. This module is used to record volunteer skill 
information, their availability, and to search for available volunteers based on skills. While the 
organization registry, the request management system, and the volunteer management system 
concern themselves with the management aspect of a disaster, the Sahana camps registry module 
uses Google maps to provide a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) view of an affected 
disaster area. Decision makers use the module to view location of camps. 
 
Apart from the small screen of a mobile handheld device, it also has access to limited wireless 
network bandwidth (Hu, 2009). Network availability and connectivity (e.g., Wi-Fi and 3G 
network) could be an issue for mobile devices especially during an emergency situation. The 
network traffic is very likely to be higher than normal, or there could possibly be no network 
connection available at all. Hu (2009) identifies that for a mobile system, an authorized user 
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should have reliable and timely access to content. Therefore, having a fall-back version in which 
data is stored temporarily or permanently on the device itself will allow the application to run 
even after the connection is no longer available. Nevertheless, this will increase system 
vulnerability to physical attack if the device is stolen. 
 
One of the reasons for selecting mobile platform technology for the system is to allow data 
access during an emergency situation anywhere. A selected solution should have a reasonable 
system performance. Consequently, design and implementation for a reasonably fast system is 
also discussed in this paper. Users are often on the move while viewing content on their mobile 
devices. Therefore, Few (2006) and Golding (2008) identify that the presentation layer or the 
user interface design on a small screen of a smart phone is a deciding factor in a mobile web 
application. Unlike the normal web desktop screen size where people generally do not look at all 
of the content on a page, the mobile device screen is small enough that people can view the 
entire content on the screen. Hu (2009) states that the Internet browser on a mobile device (i.e., 
Microbrowser) has fewer functions compared to its desktop browser counterpart. On the small 
screen, users only quickly glance at the screen for content which they specifically want (Krug, 
2005). In an emergency situation, it is critical for information to be presented clearly on a mobile 
device. The intended users should not have to spend a lot of time and effort to learn to use the 
application. Sauter (2009) believes that usability of a mobile application should not suffer from 
the choice of security and privacy consideration. Cranor and Garfinkel (2005) believe that 
security is very important; however, it is a supporting task where the primary goal for a software 
application is usability. Warsi (2007) describes the usability and performance of a web 
application and of a mobile phone application. Usability is, therefore, believed to be the centre of 
system design and implementation for this project. 
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There are many factors that must be considered in designing a web site displayed on a mobile 
device. From the above discussion, the four main factors that are vital to the system are identified 
as follows: usability, security, performance, and availability (as Figure 1 suggests). 




Martin (2009) and Raton (2004) address the issue of security for a wireless application. Ballad 
and Ballad (2009) point out the security concerns for the World Wide Web technology. Since the 
system is intended to be used during an emergency situation, there is a concern about 
unauthorized interception from hackers. Therefore, security is of vital importance to the system. 
It is represented as the top red area in Figure 1. On the other hand, availability and performance 
are selected as the important secondary issues. The time it takes the system to run the security 
computation code in a small device with a limited memory space and the constraint of network 
connection can be critical (Kambourakis, 2008). However, the higher the security is, the longer it 
will take for data to be retrieved and transferred (i.e., less performance). Similarly, if data is 
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available openly to the public, there is more risk to attack (i.e., less security). The more sensitive 
the data being stored on a device, the less secure it is, especially in the case of the device being 
lost or stolen. As discussed above, usability is the centre of the design and is the most important 
factor to be considered. The security, availability, performance, and usability solutions selected 
for this project and their trade-offs are discussed in the implementation section. 
 
3.1. Usability and User Interface (UI) Design on a Mobile Device 
 
Society is evolving at an ever-quickening pace with large volumes of data available to users. One 
method of tapping into this data is by using mobile devices. Mobile devices allow the user to get 
access to key data from any location and still receive continual updates of this data. This allows 
the user to move quickly as a situation evolves. This section discusses human factors and 
suggests a user interface design (UI) that aggregates existing techniques such as the information 
dashboard. According to Few (2006), an information dashboard is a way to display information 
on a single screen display. The purpose of the information dashboard is to efficiently monitor the 
information needed by a user so that he/she can achieve his/her objective (Manson, 2007). The 
design utilizes a visual display of the most important and relevant information that can be fit 
entirely on a single screen display so that a user can view the information at a glance. Simplicity 
is said to be the key to a successful UI design. 
 
The design for a mobile web application should be implemented in a way that can be used to get 
people’s attention at first glance. In addition, the design needs to address the way humans 
interact with information on a small screen. It can be difficult to predict the condition or 
environment of a user when he/she uses a mobile device. The factors include user environment, 
user knowledge, language, type of content, context of use, input devices, and available 
technologies. There have been many studies that address various factors in the usability (Ham et 
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al., 2008). Still, these factors can change over time and it is difficult to predict trends. 
Nevertheless, human factors and physiological limitations are the most standard factors that can 
be used as a foundation in measuring mobile usability. 
Karlson et al., (2008) state that the trends of mobile device usage are moving in a direction 
where richer content is viewed through small input and output channels. Therefore, to meet the 
needs of mobile device users, the studies that focus on how people perceive information during a 
short period of time on a small screen should be examined. 
Based on the discussion above, following are the decided four factors considered in the usability 
and UI design on a mobile device for this project: 
• Use of color for usability (Few, 2006) 
• Human factor on memory (Few, 2006; Hoekman, 2007; Penn State, 2008; & Remaid. 
2005) 
• Human factor on eyes movement (Lehikoinen et al., 2007; Ruel & Outing, 2004) 
• Human factor on familiar knowledge (Few, 2006; Krug, 2005; & Lehikoinen et al., 2007) 
3.1.1. Use of Colors for Usability 
 
Few (2006) suggests the use of alternate colors between items on alternate lines in an 
information dashboard screen. The technique is used in the chemical listing table room viewing 
screen to make each row of the table presented as individual values as can be seen in Figure 2. 
The emphasis colors are used minimally and only when they are needed so that it is easy for 
human eyes to look at and the important information is distinctively shown. Similarly, for users 
to be able to skim through the information efficiently, the design should be a simple one 
(Lehikoinen et al., 2007). The use of space between lines of text and items is also recommended 
to relax eyes and increase user attention to the content (Öquist, 2008). 
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Figure 2: Make use of alternate fill colors to delineate rows in a table 
 
  
3.1.2. Human Factor on Memory for Usability 
 
According to a PennState study on human factors and HCI (PennState, 2008), there are four 
different types of human memories including iconic, short term, working, and long term. Both 
the PennState study (PennState, 2008) and Few (2006) agree that short term memory is the 
primary working memory. It stores temporary information, and the information resides there 
during conscious processing. This is the memory that people use the most when they use their 
mobile devices to quickly look for information. Few (2006) states that people can store from 
three to nine items in the short-term memory. Similarly, the PennState study (PennState, 2008) 
indicates that the limit on peoples’ short-term memory is five items, plus or minus two. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the information a user is looking for should be reached within 
three to five links, where each link should be interlinked. Interlinked means each link to a new 
screen or a new page should have a connection or keyword displayed in the very first priority 
viewing area (on the top left corner of the screen). Since humans can remember up to seven 
items at a time (similar to how they remember a phone number), it is suggested that the number 
of control icons or menus should be limited to about seven items. Hoekman (2007) concurs on 
the idea of using information dashboards for UI, and he suggests including only those features 
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that are absolutely necessary to users. It is said that people tend to only learn about 20 percent of 
what an application is capable of doing and if they can they would ignore or hide about 80 
percent of the features. Some users would just ignore them totally (Hoekman, 2007 & Krug, 
2005). 
Figure 3 shows the priority areas of human page scan on a normal website desktop screen 
display. Priority number one is the most permanent area of content that users see. Subsequently, 
people tend to view the areas of priority number two and three respectively. Despite the fact that 
the screen of a mobile device is smaller than a traditional desktop screen size, people still have 
the same viewing pattern (Lehikoinen et al., 2007). Therefore, the information should also be 
arranged according to its priority on the mobile screen. Instead of leaving a page, having a pop-
up window on top of an originial page is selected as another way to flash information to users 
many times continuously in this project (Figure 2). The pop-up window that is displayed on top 
of an existing screen allow users to see some of the original information such as a heading. This 
would help users to make a connection on their current task of the pop-up window from its 
origninal screen. 
Figure 3: Priority areas of human eye scan toward web site content1 
 
 
                                                 
1 Taken from Ruel, L., & Outing, S. (2004, September 8). Viewing Patterns for Homepages. In Eyetrack III: Online News 
Consumer Behavior in the age of Multimedia  [a project of the Poynter Institute]. Retrieved May 7, 2009, from 
http://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/index.htm 
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3.1.3. Human Factor on Eyes Movement 
 
Lehikoinen et al., (2007) states that a good layout design is the layout that is easy for human eyes 
to scan through. To accomplish such a task, one has to understand the way human beings view 
screen information. It is currently understood that people’s eyes move in a Z-shaped pattern 
motion (as can be seen in Figure 4 when they skim a page for reading. Hence, any important 
information such as icons or controls for the next task should be placed in this viewing path, 
while the remaining “lower priority” data should draw the interest of the viewer through other 
means such as color or weight of text. Displaying a visual feedback cue that helps users to 
recognize what choice is currently being selected is a way to help users navigate to website 
content (Lehikoinen, 2007). 




                                                 
2 Taken from Ruel, L., & Outing, S. (2004, September 8). Viewing Patterns for Homepages. In Eyetrack III: Online News 
Consumer Behavior in the age of Multimedia  [a project of the poynter institute]. Retrieved May 7, 2009, from 
http://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/index.htm 
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3.1.4. Human Factor on Familiar Knowledge for Usability 
 
Few (2006), Krug (2005), and Lehikoinen et al., (2007) agree that users can quickly learn to use 
a new application or can quickly scan through a page when they are already familiar with the 
design or have been used to that standard. This makes users feel productive and smart 
(Hoekman, 2007 & Krug, 2005). Lehikoinen (2007) and Hoekman (2007) point out that a user’s 
previous skill and knowledge should be fully leveraged since this promotes familiarity and 
consistency. Hoekman (2007) further suggests that people tend to learn one way of doing 
something and are more likely to stick to the routine. In addition, a user interface designer should 
also include support for customization and personalization features that meets a user’s own style 
of working. Hence, it is recommended that targeted users should be identified prior to developing 
the UI. This technique can be employed to identify unique requirements for each targeted device 
based on the user population and to develop different styles or adaptive styling according to each 
device with which the user is already familiar with the design. This will support smooth 
transactions from the device interface to the web page interface. Consquently, users will have 
fewer new skills to learn in order to use the interface. For example, the iPhone screen design has 
a square button for each application and makes use of a black background. This format can be 
applied to other mobile device user interfaces, for example, Google Android smart phone. 
Android mobile web interface can be utilized with a white background and has a hidden menu 
for control to imitate the Android default view. This could provide a good starting point for 
Android users since they have already adapted to how the UI looks and what to expect. 
3.1.5. Field Study and User Testing for Usability Using Information Dashboard 
 
To evaluatate the design approarch selected for this project, thirty-one (31) people were observed 
testing a mobile web application prototype for this project as evidenced during the Imagine RIT 
festival in May, 2009. The main features of the prototype include: 
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· A weekly and daily weather update; 
· a building floor plan and room list that contains a list of chemicals in each room; 
· the chemical list is linked to a Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) database; 
· human resource locations on a Google map with the viewing options of marker pop-up 
viewing profile and contact information of a user. The screen shot of the location tracking 
feature is shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: The initial prototype of a mobile web application (map page) on a resource 
tracking during an emergency situation using iPhone and iPod Touch user interface design 
                 
 
The application is a web application that works on normal desktop, iPhone, and iPod Touch 
devices with Internet access. Seventeen (17) of the subjects completed a survey after the 
observation. These are users who are interested in the application and are familiar with the World 
Wide Web (WWW) application. Three users already had an iPhone or iPod Touch, and two of 
the seventeen users had an interest in buying an iPhone. Four of the additional observed subjects 
were targeted, and they were part of the RIT emergency response team. The rest of the general 
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users tested the prototype after a short demonstration of how to use the system. These are general 
public users who did not have an interest in using the application.  
 
Church et al., (2007) point out that the nature of mobile content is much shorter in length than 
the WWW content. This introduces challenges in presenting content to users in a text format, 
whereas a graphical presentation (when possible) could provide much more meaningful data to 
users. Consequently, this satisfies the requirements of continuous mobile use where mobile users 
use a device to quickly view information. Content is presented at a glance in a single screen to 
allow users to quickly skim through the data and locate the information that meets their needs 
(Krug, 2005). Unfortunately, there is a size constraint for mobile device displays. Therefore, the 
UI has to utilize as much of the limited area as possible and be able to apply a suitable graphical 
representation of data. 
 
To design a UI for an application, there are many factors that must be taken into consideration 
regarding the target users. These include user environment, language, infrastructure, data access 
speed, and culture. Fortunately, the visualization standard from the information dashboard can at 
least be used to overcome language barriers by visually displaying information. Few (2006) 
suggests that the data on the screen should be selective. The pixels of the most important data 
should be enhanced, whereas non-data pixels should be reduced. Consequently, if the practice is 
successfully applied, the speed of loading information could also be improved by using emphasis 
colors for the most important information and by removing unnecessary pixels. 
 
The result of user testing on the iPhone web resource tracking supports the theory of human 
factors on memory during Imagine RIT. None of the users were interested in the daily and the 
weekly weather update feature of the application. On the other hand, they were very engaged in 
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chemical viewing information of a floor in a building, the human resource profile information, 
and the feature on making a call directly to an emergency team member. 
3.2. Security Factor 
 
The system consists of three main components (i.e. three-tier) including the web server, the 
database server, and the client device. The network connection between the server and the client 
is another vital part for a mobile application. In addition to the web security, using mobile 
devices also introduces wireless networking security concerns. The wireless environment is less 
secure than a wired environment, and there are more possibilities for attacks (Martin, 2009 & 
Raton, 2004). Three (3) primary security factors are identified to be a vital part in this mobile 
web emergency application: 
• Data transmission security (Martin, 2009; Raton, 2004; & Pashtan, 2005) 
• User integrity (Ballad & Ballad, 2009; & Erl, 2009) 
• Data security (Pernul, 2008 & Priebe, 2008) 
3.2.1. Data Transmission Security and User Integrity 
 
The two key issues with wireless network security include the over-the-air transmission and the 
additional gateways between wireless and wired domains (Pashtan, 2005). Data that is being 
transmitted between different intermediaries can be intercepted and viewed by unintended 
recipients. Therefore, sensitive information should be encrypted to prevent any unauthorized 
activities (Erl, 2009 & O'Neill et al., 2003). There are many encryption algorithms; some of the 
encryption techniques recommended by the experts are: 
· Digital signatures – Hash-Based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) and Secure Hash 
Algorithm (SHA-1) (Erl, 2009 & Richards, 2006); 
· Public key cryptography – Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Rivest Shamir 
Adleman (RSA) security (Pritchard, 2003); 
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· Extensible Markup Language (XML) encryption (Richards, 2006); 
· Network or Firewall security – Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) protocols (Kambourakis, 2008); 
· Password-based system protection (Ballad & Ballad, 2009); 
Dawson, Winterbottom, and Thomson (2007) suggest that data encryption and data integrity 
checks are necessary to protect privacy of users in such a system. The data integrity check is 
used to protect the data from being tampered with by unauthorized users. By the same token, the 
data encryption technique also ensures that only authorized users can view the data. To verify the 
origin of data transmitted from a server, Erl (2009) and Richards (2006) both recommend the use 
of digital signature techniques to confirm the origin of the data (e.g., HMAC - Hash Message 
Authentication Code). HMAC algorithm can be used to encrypt data before being sent over a 
network. The encrypted value is decrypted with a client secret key. With HMAC, both the client 
and the server must have a secret key. The XML format for the encrypted data can be seen in 
Figure 6 and its equivalent XML location data can be seen in Figure 7. Richards (2006) shows a 
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Figure 8: A generic HMAC algorithm taken from Richards (2006), Chapter 12: XML Security, 
Introducing XML Signatures 
 
unction hmac ($key, $data) 
{ 
$b = 64; // byte length 
if (strlen($key) > $b) { 
$key = pack("H*",sha1($key)); 
} 
$key = str_pad($key, $b, chr(0x00)); 
$ipad = str_pad('', $b, chr(0x36)); 
$opad = str_pad('', $b, chr(0x5c)); 
$k_ipad = $key ^ $ipad ; 
$k_opad = $key ^ $opad; 
return sha1($k_opad . pack("H*",sha1($k_ipad .
$data)));} 
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HMAC utilizes SHA-1 algorithm with the addition of key encryption techniques. According to 
Kambourakis (2008), a selected data in the Wiki mobile web system is encrypted in XML format 
and secure sessions. Wiki uses both asymmetric and symmetric cryptography. Wiki also utilizes 
two encryption algorithms - advanced encryption standard (AES) with key length of 256 bits and 
Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) with key length of 1,024 bits. The AES key is used for symmetric 
encryption, whereas the RSA is used for public key operation. According to Pritchard (2003), 
RSA is not bidirectional, and it is not applicable if the client has no way to generate a private 
key. Prichard (2003) suggests HMAC or Message-Digest algorithm 5 (MD5), since it is a faster 
method for encryption. Wiki clients receive the server’s public key via email in the form of a 
plain text base 64 encoded X.509 certificate issued by a Certificate Authority (CA). Despite the 
fact that HMAC is utilized in the mobile web application such as Wiki, HMAC encryption 
operation is computationally intensive; it can affect the system resource usage (Erl, 2009). 
Therefore, for the mobile power consumption issue, only selective or partial data should be 
encrypted for location XML file in the future (Kambourakis, 2008). The map page for this 
project already consumes a large loading file – Google Map API; HMAC is therefore not applied 
to the location file. The sensitive chemical data for off-line mode is encrypted through SSL 
protocol of RIT Gibson server. Consequently, HMAC is not used in this project. While HMAC is 
the data encryption technique recommended by Richards (2006) and Erl (2009) for data origin 
authentication, Ballad and Ballad (2009) believe that SHA-1 (one-way encryption) is suitable for 
PHP web applications in the user authentication feature. One-way encryption is the encryption 
technique where no decryption is required. This technique is, therefore, applied in the user 
authentication module for this project where the user password is encrypted both at user input 
and the actual user password is stored in the database itself. The data is checked and validated in 
the encrypted format. 
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Andrew and Whittaker (2006) state that a session key can be hijacked by an attacker. The 
attacker can scan for a valid session key with a shell access or the cross-site scripting attack to a 
target web application. Erl (2009) indicates that session-based encryption with a short life span 
allows protection against an attack that might intercept messages. Andrew and Whittaker (2006), 
Ballad and Ballad (2009), and Kambourakis (2008) agree on the random generated number for 
session key or token key. This ensures responding and checking legitimate authentication of 
login. The random one-time key is therefore generated every time an authorized user is logged in 
to the system. The key is created and stored in the database. The recorded key for each user can 
be used to check if the client request is from the authorized user not a hijack request from 
somewhere else. More detail on how the key is used can be found in the implementation section 
(4.2.1). 
 
Ballad and Ballad (2009) recommend the use of a CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Turing 
Test To Tell Computers and Humans Apart) to differentiate between the legitimate human users 
and machine- created accounts. The technique is a solution to protect the system authentication 
from brute-forcing passwords. However, Andrew and Whittaker (2006) point out that there is 
already software called Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to guess a CAPTCHA and 
pretends to be a human user. More importantly, the recognition technique could make it harder 
for users in an emergency situation where timing is very critical. As a result, this technique is not 
utilized for the project. 
 
In addition to the encryption technique, Kambourakis (2008) proposed two other security 
technologies for Wiki that enable legitimate mobile web users to access the system - SSL and 
TLS technologies, that can be used to ensure confidentiality in their three-tier system and Peer to 
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Peer or P2P system to disseminate data on different machines in the Wiki system. SSL can be 
configured through the web server such as Apache or through a Certificate Authority (CA) such 
as VeriSign. Erl (2009) also recommends using SSL and TLS technology to protect data at the 
transport layer. SSL is normally used for sensitive data such as a credit card numbers (Carroll & 
Broadhead, 2001), (Ferraro, 1998). SSL comes with different levels of encryption; the more bits 
of encryption, the harder it will be to hack into (VeriSign, 2005). After registering with a 
provider, SSL will be enforced after the private and public keys are verified as a matching pair 
(VeriSign, 2005). SSL verification takes place between client browser and server where the 
browser shares a secret key. The server examines the browser’s digital certificate (X.509) for 
authentication. Similarly, the browser also authenticates the server by checking the server’s 
digital certificate. For the future of encryption, we will see more and more key management 
systems being used with encryption such as Digital Rights Management Systems (DRMS) 
(Nützel & Beyer, 2006) and more of the technologies are being adapted to mobile devices. In this 
project, the chemical off-line module is being pulled from RIT Gibson web server where it is 
protected via SSL. 
 
Utilizing code encoding techniques for an application message is another technique used to 
protect client-side code. Johnson et al., (2007) suggest that replacing the application messages 
with part-Unicode or hex strings can help to protect the JavaScript code since the code will 
become less human readable due to the encoding. 
 
To protect the system against cross-site scripting attack (XSS), NULL string attack, buffer 
overflows and canonicalization, Ballad and Ballad (2009), and Andrew and Whittaker (2006) 
suggest checking all possible script code that could potentially be entered in an input form. 
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Checking any input string from the user in a form before it transfers over to the server can be 
used to filter out a bad input. Validating all possible supplied checking strings that can be used to 
capture all possible characters of a certain hack string (Ballad & Ballad, 2009). For instance, 
NULL string attack should not only be checked against the empty string but also other 
representations including “\0,” “%00,” and “\\00.” The character validation checking technique is 
selected to validate user input for the login authentication module (Andrew & Whittaker, 2006). 
 
3.2.2. Data Security 
 
Hu (2009) addresses the concern of handheld data protection if a mobile device is missing or 
stolen. Having a policy that forces users to set a password user identification device protection is 
suggested by both Hu (2009) and Geddis, Adler, and Brouwer (2009). iPhone third generation 
has the option of data encryption for data backup on the device (Geddis, Adler, & Brouwer, 
2009). Another action that can be taken to protect the data on a mobile device is to remotely 
delete data if it is authorized by the rightful owner of the device. However, the user must register 
the device with a service provider. Hu (2009) presented a remote lock down device as one of the 
solutions being used in the handheld security by Hewlett-Packard Development Company and 
Sybase Inc (the embedded database vendor). According to Hu, a registered owner of a device can 
call the service provider to lock down his/her device remotely. Similarly, Apple offers the 
functionality to remotely delete data from a stolen iPhone device for 3GS version (Geddis, Adler, 
& Brouwer, 2009). Frakes (2009) looked at how iPhone 3GS data can be remotely wiped clean. 
However, to perform such a feature, users must have a MobileMe email account through 
iPhone/iPod Touch’s Mail application. In addition, the operation is only possible while the 
device is currently connected to the Internet. The remote data protection technology is not 
utilized in this project. Nevertheless, the technology can be further investigated. 
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In terms of security for a relational database system, Priebe (2008) and Pernul (2008) suggest the 
use of role-based access control (RBAC). This system architecture is fundamentally a web 
system, however; the web system is stateless. Therefore, any data that is required to be accessed 
from multiple pages will have to be stored locally or temporarily. Andrew and Whittaker (2006) 
suggest that any important computing or validation on the client should be confirmed by 
checking its match on the server before allowing access to the system. This includes the input 
data passed from the client. In addition, the system should only provide data that a user needs or 
only to what he/she is allowed to see - least privilege technique (Chen, Dunagan, Verbowski, & 
Wang, 2005). Likewise, Geddis, Adler, and Brouwer (2009) suggest keeping sensitive data on 
the server and only storing non-sensitive data locally on a mobile device. While the remotely 
lock down device, remotely delete data, and data encryption were identified as a good handheld 
security technique as discussed previously, Zdziarski (2008) demonstrated that some very 
important information and data can be recovered from iPhones including browser history and 
caches, even when the caches were cleared and deleted (Vance, 2009). Despite the fact that the 
remote data protection technique can be utilized in the future, still for a high security application 
extra precaution should be investigated. As a result, there are two different options to view the 
chemical listing in this application to address the security issue. One is the list that can only be 
viewed while there is a network connection - data is being pulled directly from the server 
transferred as XML file (please see the implementation section for more information). The other 
option is to view and to cache the data on the device to be viewed later in the case of need when 
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3.2.3. Other Security Solutions 
 
If it is required, security training should be provided to staffs as verified by the BS 7799/ISO 
17799 information security management standard as a best practices to information security 
(Bisson & Saint-Germain, 2007). IBM uses a technique called “information agenda,” which 
includes delivering information on demand. IBM suggests that everything has to be agile; this 
means a security solution should be adapted with technology and to meet the needs of users 
(IBM, 2009). These solutions are not implemented for this project as it is a prototype application; 
nevertheless, security solutions could vary according to the security policy of the organization 
that might adapt the application. Therefore, it is recommended to select the security solutions 
that meet the needs of target users. 
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Golding (2008) and Lehikoinen et al., (2007) suggest that users are less tolerant of delay in a 
mobile-services context. Consequently, the mobile web performance is another important issue 
to be considered in addition to usability and security. Mehta (2008) shows the minimum 
expected feature for mobile web development by The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as 
can be seen in Table 1. 
Table 1: W3C-Defined Default Delivery Context (DDC)3 
 
Context Size  
Usable screen width 120 pixels minimum 
Markup language support XHTML basic 1.1 delivered with content type 
application/xhtml+xml 
Character encoding UTF-8 
Maximum total page weight 20 kilobytes 
Colors 256 colors minimum 
Style sheet support CSS level 1; CSS level 2 @media rule together 
with the handheld and all media types 
 
Following are the list of technologies that are suggested for optimization by King (2008) and 
Johnson, White, and Charland (2007): 
· CSS optimization: Utilizing CSS technology to replace JavaScript behavior; using image 
merging or CSS sprites to load images (Johnson, White, & Charland, 2007; King, 2008) 
· Ajax optimization (Johnson, White, & Charland, 2007; King, 2008) 
· Image optimization (Thus, 2008) 
                                                 
3 Taken from Mehta, N (2008), p 20 
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· Using compression – HTTP, JavaScript, Gzip, and YUICompressor (King, 2008 & Thus, 
2008) 
According to King (2008) and Johnson et al., (2007), CSS optimization will help to make a web 
site load faster. Some CSS techniques were used to replace JavaScript behavior as recommended 
by King (2008). King (2008) explains that substituting JavaScript with CSS is a way to reduce a 
web page overhead caused by HTTP requests. A CSS technique on hover is used to replace 
JavaScript behavior effects on rollover, and instead of using table in HTML, lists are used. These 
techniques are utilized specifically for the view and save mode page. 
CSS sprite technique is a well-known technique for a web optimization. CSS sprite is also known 
as image merging (Johnson et al., 2007). CSS sprite image technique is used in the map page for 
location tracking map feature. King (2008) and Johnson et al., (2007) suggest the CSS sprite 
optimization for a web page to reduce HTTP requests. The technique reduces loading time by 
grouping multiple images into one file. The technique is used by Youtube, Yahoo.com, and 
AOL.com. The file contains composite images and hence it only needs to be loaded once instead 
of having multiple files. Each image is displayed as a CSS background and is selected via pixel 
positioning of the composite file (King, 2008). 
Group selectors with common declaration technique use common CSS properties in a grouping 
manner. It is applied for CSS properties for CSS files in this project (King, 2008). This technique 
reduces the number of CSS lines of code. 
Ajax optimization is also recommended by both King (2008) and Johnson et al., (2007). King 
(2008) states that unoptimized Ajax functions can harm the system by causing performance lags. 
Some suggestions from King (2008) and Johnson et al., (2007) for JavaScript and Ajax 
optimization are: 
· Remove JavaScript comments 
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· Reduce whitespace 
· Use JavaScript Shorthand (e.g., x++ instead of x = x+1) 
· Use string constant macros 
· Shorten user-defined variables and function names 
· Remap built-in objects (e.g., var w = window; and use “w” variable throughout the code 
instead of the full variable name “window”) 
· Apply inline localized functions, assume default values  
e.g., xhr.open(“GET”,”Authentication.php”) instead of 
xhr.open(“GET”,”Authentication.php”,true)) 
· Combine all JavaScript files into one file, use lazy-load to pre-load JavaScript and CSS files 
on to a client’s machine for future use 
· Minimizing HTTP request 
Ajax was used in the project to improve the system usability via user interaction. In addition to 
the usability point of view, Ajax is also utilized at the front-end to protect the system via 
validating user input in the login form before even triggering or requesting the back-end check 
using PHP code on the web server. 
 
Ajax optimization techniques are selectively used for the off-line module where security and file 
size are critical. On the other hand, Ajax and JavaScript code were implemented following the 
code-guiding standard best practices with minimum optimization to maintain code readability for 
future developments for the map module and the chemical view online module. 
 
Optimizing images is used to improve a web page loading performance as suggested by (Thus, 
2008). SiteReportCard (http://sitereportcard.com/imagereducer.php) and DynamicDrive 
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(http://tools.dynamicdrive.com/imageoptimizer/index.php) were the two free online image 
optimizer sites used to reduce the size of image icons for the map application. 
 
King (2008), Saravana (2009), and Thus (2008) suggest web compression for web page 
optimization. Gzip is another way to compress a file and hence reduce the HTTP response file 
size (Azad, 2007). However, the Google live map related content is not compressed because it is 
loaded externally from Google API. The Gzip configuration in Apache using htacess file can be 
seen in Figure 9. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the map and the chemical listing page content. 
The compressed content is also shown. 
Figure 9: Gzip output compression in Apache using htaccess file 
 
<IfModule mod_gzip.c> 
mod_gzip_on       Yes 
mod_gzip_dechunk  Yes 
mod_gzip_item_include file      \.(html?|txt|css|js|php)$ 
mod_gzip_item_include mime      ^text/.* 
mod_gzip_item_include mime      ^application/x-javascript.* 
mod_gzip_item_exclude mime      ^image/.* 
mod_gzip_item_exclude rspheader ^Content-Encoding:.*gzip.* 
</IfModule> 
AddType text/cache-manifest .manifest 
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3.4. Location Tracking 
The proposed prototype system depends on a location-based technique to determine a real time 
position. In general, there are four geo-location methods including triangulate, associate, geo 
term extraction, and data entry or geo-coding. 
Mallick (2003) states that there are several available mobile positioning techniques that include 
network-based solutions and handset-based solutions. Katsaros, Nanopoulos, and Manolopoulos 
(2005) suggest the satellite-based system, also known as GPS and the Terresrial-Infrastructure-
based system, also known as the network centric approach. GPS mobile positioning is applied by 
both tracking of scheduled vehicle journeys by Tiesyte and Jensen (2008) and the intelligent and 
situation-aware pervasive system in Taiwan by Kung et al., (2008). 
According to Bellavista and Corradi (2007), Katsaros et al., (2005), and Mallick (2003), the geo-
coding position technology relies on getting the location of an object via street address or zip 
code and converts it into a meaningful X, Y coordinate or a latitude and longitude coordinate 
format. In fact, any available mapping tool such as Microsoft live search maps, Google maps, 
and Yahoo maps require the geo-coding coordinate system to plot a location on the map. 
The Global Positioning System (GPS), cell towers, and Wi-Fi positioning service (WPS) are the 
three well-known techniques to identify a mobile device geo-location (Mark & LaMarche, 2009). 
GPS and cell towers are based on triangulation to identify an object position by using the 
locations of known objects (B'Far, 2005). 
The proposed system can request mapping information from an existing map server such as 
Google maps or Microsoft live search maps. Hillborg (2002), and Purvis, Turner, and Sambells 
(2006) state that geo-coding services respond to a request in a form of the Extensible Markup 
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Language (XML). Google maps (Google, 2008) support the file format in XML, and Microsoft 
live search maps (MSDN Blogs, 2007) has application to support direct file importing for a map 
information request using the Keyhole Markup Language (KML) format. Supplying coordinate 
information of an object in XML format to the map servers enable data to be processed faster 
than if it is requested directly. 
Olla (2008) explains that GPS relies on satellites that send information (microwave signal) back 
to the earth. The information is a navigation message of each satellite’s position and time. An 
object location is calculated by GPS receivers by the use of triangulation, and the signal 
information is provided by at least three satellites in order to determine an object’s location and 
four satellites for greater accuracy (Olla, 2008). The use of the fourth satellite enhances the 
accuracy to the order of nanoseconds. GPS receivers compare the time difference between the 
arrival of satellite signals to tell the position (Katsaros et al., 2005; Olla, 2008). Olla (2008) 
explains that three satellites are needed in the calculation because the first satellite provides 
possible locations of an object narrowed down to the surface of a sphere. The position is 
recorded as a radius equal to Range 1. By the same token, satellite number two provides 
confirmation that the object is located within the first sphere (as located by the first satellite). 
Satellite number two provides additional position circle of a radius Range 2. The first and second 
satellites indicate that the object is positioned between the intersection between their two spheres 
- sphere one and sphere two. Finally, the third satellite shows a third sphere of radius Range 3 for 
the positions. The object position is the intersect location of the three spheres. The fourth satellite 
is used to confirm the location and hence provides the time reference. According to B'Far (2005), 
a GPS-enabled device provides geo-code location accuracy at about 1 to 5 meters. Despite the 
fact that the GPS system is widely used with many position tracking systems, it does come with 
some drawbacks. GPS does not work within indoor environment positioning, and it requires 
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costly power-consumption on mobile devices (Katsaros, Nanopoulos, et al., 2005). In addition, 
not all mobile devices are GPS-enabled. 
Similar to the GPS system, cell towers location technique requires a known distance between 
three different cell towers within range of the device (Olla, 2008; Wu & Tseng, 2007). 
Otherwise, at least two cells towers are required. Each cell tower with a unique cell identifier 
returns the device request with its position data. Each mobile phone constantly pings a signal to 
nearby cell towers to get the cellular radio signal. Having the three cell positions’ data, an 
algorithm can be used to calculate the final location of the mobile phone which lies in the middle 
of the three points (B'Far, 2005). The advantage of the cell tower triangulation technique is that it 
is available for all mobile phones, and cell towers can be set up to send signals to mobile devices. 
Unlike GPS, cell towers will work in both indoor and outdoor environments. The accuracy of the 
position allocation depends on the density of cell towers in the area (Mark & LaMarche, 2009). 
To request a geo-location from a mobile phone service provider (or a cell tower), four required 
parameters are the cell tower identification number, the four digit Location Area Code (LAC), 
two to three digits of the Mobile Network Code (MNC), and three digits of the Mobile Country 
Code (MCC) (Naresh, Pingali, Varma, Krishna, & Venkata, 2008) as can be seen in Figure 10. 






Cell id: System.getProperty("com.nokia.mid.cellid") 
LAC(Location area code): System.getProperty("com.nokia.mid.lac") 
 
Wi-Fi Positioning Service (WPS) is the least accurate technique for location finding among the 
three techniques (GPS, cell towers, and WPS), but the data can be retrieved quickly from a 
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server. An IP address from a mobile device Wi-Fi connection is used to get a “guessed” location 
back from a service provider database such as Google map (Mark and LaMarche, 2009). 
Nevertheless, Google mobile map and Navizon peer-to-peer wireless positioning are able to use 
their massive data collection to provide a better location result for a device. A non-GPS-enabled 
device can also access the services to locate their geo-coding location. 
Some of the available and well-known mobile device location locator technologies are Google 
Gear (mobile device Google map), iPhone Core Location, and Navizon. They use all three 
triangulation technologies to get the most accurate result. Google gear and iPhone Core location 
are designed to provide the best accurate results according to a user request (Google, 2009; Mark 
& LaMarche, 2009). Core location is specifically programmed for iPhone. Google gear is 
compatible with many mobile devices including Windows Mobile and Android, but not all 
mobile devices (e.g., iPhone) support Google gear. Navizon is free for a cellular enabled-device, 
with some limitations using cell ID positioning, but it is not free for a Wi-Fi or cellular mobile 
phones (Mexens, 2005-2008). Navizon database collects geo-coding data from those users who 
have GPS-enabled devices. An alternative technology is a development tool called PhoneGap 
that utilizes web application technology and Objective-C core features available on three mobile 
devices - iPhone, Android, and Blackberry (Berka, 2008). 
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3.5. Database Investigation 
 
Currently the SQLite database is supported by Safari 3.1+ and iPhone OS 2.0+ or WebKit 
(http://developer.apple.com/safari/library/documentation/iPhone/Conceptual/SafariJSDatabaseG
uide/UsingtheJavascriptDatabase/UsingtheJavascriptDatabase.html#//apple_ref/doc/uid/TP40007
256-CH3-SW1, 2009). SQLite has the advantages of being open source, lightweight, and having 
portability. In the iPhone mobile Safari, SQLite is used for file caching. Newman (2005) also 
suggests that SQLite is ported to Palm OS. SQLite is used as a secondary database to store data 
on a client or a device. In addition to its lightweight property, SQLite allows fast internal data 
manipulation via SQL commands (Newman, 2005). SQLite is suitable for small searchable data, 
because it provides fast, random access to the data instead of reading the whole file into memory 
before an element can be read, like XML database format (Newman, 2005). However, SQLite 
database does come with some limitations – file size or scalability, security, file locking issues, 
and current support. 
First, the size of SQLite database is limited to 2GB in a single file (Newman, 2005) and each 
operating system also has different size limitations. For instance, in an iPhone or iPod Touch, 
SQLite maximum size is limited to only 6 MB (Apple Inc., 2009). Consequently, only selected 
data should be pulled from the main database to store on SQLite database. Second, SQLite is a 
HTML5 file system database where the security is based on the file’s permission setting. Unlike 
other relational database management systems (RDBMS) such as Oracle, SQLite under HTML5 
does not have GRANT operation to limit access to particular users for a particular table. 
According to Newman (2005), a user who has read access also has access to the entire database. 
Likewise, if the user has write access, he/she also has write access for all tables in the database. 
The last disadvantage of SQLite is the file-locking issues. Newman (2005) does not recommend 
SQLite for high concurrency database where users might frequently use the database. With the 
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nature of SQLite as a single file, it will lock all requests until a previous writing process is 
finished. For a single-user smart phone, this should not be a problem since only one user will 
write data to the database at one time. On the other hand, if the system has to wait for data from 
different tables to be written one after another, this introduces usability issues (i.e., longer 
waiting time) especially for a large file. A solution to such the problem is proposed in database 
implementation section (Section 4.1.2). 
 
According to Golding (2008), XML is used for data interchange between applications. XML is 
used as a web standard database to transport data between servers and between server and client. 
It is applied to overcome the challenge of data exchange from a web service to different mobile 
devices. XML is an open web standard to describe data independent of any particular operating 
system, computer language, protocol, or network (Golding, 2008). Consequently, XML can be 
used to integrate data from multiple sources. Another advantage of XML is that it can be styled 
and transformed before it is rendered with Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) as suggested 
by Gehani (2002). Golding (2008), commenting on J2EE presentation layer, introduces the 
concept of utilizing XML and XSL transformation process to adapt final output content for each 
particular device. 
 
Despite all the above-mentioned advantages, XML also has some disadvantages including the 
speed of retrieving data, which is slower than SQLite, since XML has to be parsed first 
compared to SQLite. The traditional SQL data query is faster because it utilizes SQL statements 
and it has RDBMS structure. 
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MySQL version 5.4 has the advantage of SPATIAL data storage and feature extensions. Not all 
SPATIAL database features are included in MySQL standard package. Hence, an additional 
package is required to be installed to take advantage of SPATIAL Geographic library features 
such as distance and point. With the spatial database, MySQL version 5.4 allows the data to be 
stored, retrieved, queried, and manipulated as spatial data type with spatial index, but it does not 
come with Geographic library (Gehani, 2007). However, the library is still in a beta version to 
date. The spatial data table is only available with MyISAM database engine. However, the 
engine does not allow foreign key constraints like INNODB engine does. It does not support 
transactions (Gehani, 2007). According to Gehani (2007), the spatial database geometry class 
includes the point and distance procedure where they can be used to find a distance between two 
points. 
3.6. Data Transfer 
The REST web service offers many advantages compared to Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) web service (Richards, 2006). REST can be a solution to many mobile device web 
limitations. Amazon, EBay, and Yahoo are the examples of REST web services. The REST 
service architecture includes XML, HTTP, URI, and MIME types. 
The first thing to consider when creating a REST is the URI. Unlike URL, URI is suitable for 
REST since it points to a resource of a web service and hence does not change over time. 
Richards (2006) suggests a structure of URI for a web service. 
The HTTP methods that are commonly used for REST are GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, and 
DELETE (Create, Retrieve, Update, and Delete). Richards (2006) states that GET should only be 
used for retrieving a resource representation. In contrast, POST can be used for other operations 
rather than resource retrieval including resource creation, modification, addition, and deletion.  
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For security purposes, as a result of performing a GET request, according to Gregorio (2004) and 
Richards (2006), there should not be any side effects that users are unaware of, and, therefore, 
the implementation of a GET method should be safe and idempotent. An idempotent method 
provides the same result every time a service is requested. 
Apart from URI, data format, and methods, we also have to consider the other types of web 
service status codes (Gregorio, 2004) – 2xx for success, 3xx for redirection, and 4xx for errors; 
which are used for checking REST return request status. 
3.7. Short Messaging Service (SMS) Notification 
 
Ushahidi (2009) utilizes FrontlineSMS text messaging system for their web-based handheld 
device information distributing during a disaster by user generated content 
(http://www.ushahidi.com). The free open source SMS messaging system is designed 
specifically for non-governmental organizations (NGOs). FrontlineSMS is also being used by a 
mobile health system called FrontlineSMS:Medic (Addo, 2009). According to Kiwanja.net 
(2009), FrontlineSMS uses a personal computer or a laptop and modems as a hub to distribute 
the SMS to registered mobile phones. Likewise, a mobile GSM phone in a network is ported to 
the system by sending a normal standard message that comes with the mobile phone to the 
system. Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) also has a SMS emergency notification – 
Emergency Mass Notification System (EMNS) where the RIT community can register to the 
system via RIT information access centre. 
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This project investigates mobile web resource tracking system solutions using mobile devices to 
be deployed during an emergency situation. The system provides real time data to a decision 
maker so the user can effectively and efficiently monitor resources and assess the situation 
accordingly. The system consists of two main features: 
· Resource Position Tracking (e.g., Tracking geographical location) 
· Resource Information Listing (e.g., Room Chemical Listing) 
Mobile devices and smart phones provide convenient and location-independent usability. Web 
technologies have been selected to support cross-platform technology solutions appropriate for 
different mobile devices. Additionally, the system allows emergency team members to get assess 
to key data from any location, and to receive continual updates of the situations in the field. This 
allows the team to move quickly as the situation evolves and to reduce the amount of time 
waiting on a response for information requests. 
 
According to Furht and Ilyas (2003), there are generally six groups of mobile devices which are 
web phone, wireless handheld devices, two-way pagers, voice portals, communication 
appliances, and web PCs. Mobile devices are technology dependent; each branch has its own 
standard and operating system. While Nokia and Sony Ericsson phones are run by Symbian OS, 
some other devices are built based on J2ME (Java for mobile phone). Other technologies include 
Pocket PC, Opera Software A/S, Mobile Linux, and Palm OS (Hillborg, 2002). Nonetheless, any 
smart phone with integrated web browser can access web services. Hence, this project is 
fundamentally focused on the Web technology and aims to transfer data to users via mobile web 
using Representational State Transfer (REST). A cellular network can be a bridge connection to 
the Internet during a disaster situation. The cellular network should provide a fast and reliable 
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connection. The WWW is utilized as a common technology for mobile devices that have 
different platforms. The system uses an interoperability solution, which utilizes client, servers, 
open source, and available Web API (as can be seen in Figure 11). It consists of three main 
layers – presentation tier, business tier or application tier, and data tier or DBMS system. The 
project cycle went through an incremental and changed process. For instance, the weather update 
feature, as part of initial design, was removed from the map application and the chemical listing 
feature was added instead as a result of usability testing during imagine RIT and after discussion 
with RIT public safety (as discussed previously in Section 3.1). 
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4.1. System Module and Installation 
 
A list of technologies and the role of the technology used are as follows: 
The system consists of the following primary components – database server, web application 
server, and client devices. 
· The open source database management system (DBMS) - MySQL on a server called 
“STREAMER”. 
· The open source web server - Apache. There are two main web servers used for this system - 
the centre of handheld web server (CHW) and the RIT Gibson web server. The department of 
Information Technology student server (NOVA) is also used for deployment investigation 
and testing. 
· Testing devices including a personal computer, a second-generation iPhone, and an iPod- 
Touch. 
To implement the map feature, Google map API is used. 
· Third party API for the mapping tool - Google map and some third party Java Script library 
for the map module. 
In addition to the three-tier components and the third-party map API, the following are the 
software technologies used: 
· Third-party JavaScript library for the map module was used for a marker multiple tab 
features and the labeling marker feature. 
· Third-party library (e.g., JQuery) was used for asynchronous user and system interactions. 
· PHP environment for the Apache platform and some third-party PHP libraries were utilized. 
· Web Services (REST) was used for cross-domain data exchange in XML format. 
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· CSS, Extensible Style Sheet Language Transformation (XSLT), Extensible Style Sheet 
(XSL) and XML technologies are combined to create a friendly user interface in the chemical 
listing model. 
· Encryption and security techniques. 
4.1.1. Web Server 
 
CHW is an Apache open-source HTTP web server. The map, the view online chemical listings 
page, and the user login authentication modules are hosted here. The entire database query and 
business tier are run on the CHW web server. The Gibson web server hosts the secure chemical 
listing cached off-line data. Still, Gibson uses CHW to communicate with the data tier using 
REST technology. 
 
NOVA is used for testing and was investigated to host the chemical cached listing application. 
NOVA is protected by a very secure firewall. Unlike Gibson, NOVA is not connected directly to 
RIT LDAP, and it is protected by a Virtual Private Network (VPN) firewall which only allows 
access through the RIT network. The VPN feature like NOVA was recommended by Golding 
(2008) as a solution to enable end-to-end cellular network encryption across the Internet. 
However, it is a closed system, where only the network inside RIT and RIT authorized users can 
access the system. The Gibson web server was selected as a final deployment server since it is 
HTTPS enabled and it can be accessed by users outside of the RIT system. Here is a list of the 
advantages of using the Gibson web server: 
• Provides HTTP Secured (HTTPS) protocol – SSL solution 
• Connects directly to RIT LDAP server authentication 
• It is protected through the RIT firewall 
• It is maintained by the RIT security team, ITS Enterprise web applications 
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The RIT Gibson web server is selected to host and transfer data to be stored on a client device. 
Like the NOVA server, Gibson is an Apache HTTP web server. Gibson has the advantage of 
being connected directly to RIT HTTP authentication using LDAP. Therefore, the system can be 
configured to allow only RIT authenticated users to access it. RIT has information security 
policies which mandate and enforce the use of encryption when passing RIT computer account 
identifications. Therefore, Gibson web server and RIT LDAP server authentication settings are 
used to protect the important chemical- listing viewing application where the data is cached for 
off-line purposes. Thus the data transferred from Gibson to a client device is transferred through 
HTTP Secured (HTTPS) protocol. The HTTPS protocol utilizes SSL technology to protect data 
being transferred over the network as discussed earlier in the security section. The HTTPS 
protocol is a suggested technology by Golding (2008) for the encryption of data as protection in 
an end-to-end mobile web network. Also, SSL is the secure protocol normally used in credit card 
encryption.  In addition to the secure protocol with LDAP authentication, the Gibson web server 
has a team of RIT security support that already oversees the security issues of the system as a 
whole. 
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4.1.2. Database Implementation 
 
The three main databases used in this system are SQLite, XML, and MySQL. SQLite is selected 
to store off-line chemical list data. From the research as discussed in the previous section, 
SQLite has the disadvantage of file locking for the writing operation. Erl (2009) suggests that 
data replication should be used when necessary to spread out the user data access and hence 
improve system response time. Consequently, two databases were created to store two different 
tables – room data and chemicals stored in various rooms. In addition to the file locking issue, 
two SQLite databases were created to overcome the 6 MB limit size issue in the future. 
Nevertheless, currently data is only stored in one database since the size of the data is less than 6 
MB. XML file format is utilized to store data for transferring between servers and between 
server and client. Golding (2008) states the challenges of using HTTP over a wireless link is that 
the network latency can be a problem in terms of loading and viewing a page. Golding (2008) 
demonstrates that the network latency of Radio Frequency (RF) can become a major issue 
compared to the actual time that is needed to spend in sending data. He believes that the actual 
amount of data being fetched is not as important as adding delay time if many requests are made. 
Apple engineers also suggest transferring data only once to save the battery of iPhone or iPod 
Touch (Geddis, Adler, & Brouwer, 2009). As a result, the chemical list XML file is generated to 
have the entire chemicals on a floor and the data is stored in one XML file. Data is stored and 
pulled from the MySQL database management system. The database relational diagram can be 
seen in the ERD diagram to retain data on MySQL database management system are divided in 
two main groups – chemical listing data and user data. Chemical listing data part consists of 
room, building, and chemical tables. The user database contains all user data including the user 
login data with the related building and room data. Despite the fact that MySQL version 5.4 has 
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the advantage of SPATIAL data storage and features, it is still a beta version. Hence, MySQL 
(on Streamer) version 5.1.36 is used instead. 
 
The entity relationship diagram can be seen in Appendix 1.  This is the redesign to address the 
system according to incremental changes towards the end of the project. The database contains 
two main parts – user data (i.e., resource people) and chemical data. The user database part is 
designed to keep track of a resource person in an emergency response team. RIT campus is used 
as an example for an emergency location. The resource current geo-location, assigned 
responsibility, contact information, and user authentication login session are parts of the system. 
The chemical database part is designed to represent potentially harmful chemicals in an 
emergency situation (e.g., fire). RIT location (i.e., a room in a building) is used as an example. 
The data is not a real data and is only used for the project demonstration. Below is the definition 
of resource tracking database entity: 
• PERSON is a resource individual that can be either a doctor or a nurse or a firefighter or 
a police officer. Each person is identified by a personID. The PERSON record has first 
name, last name, date of birth, password, the account created date, account deleted date 
(if applicable), email address, and a role. The email address is the user name that the user 
uses to log into the system. The user account to log into the system is different from the 
account that is connected directly to RIT LDAP system. The RIT account is not recorded 
in this database. 
• Each role is identified by a roleTypeID (ROLETYPE). A person can have one of four 
roles - doctor or nurse or firefighter or police officer. In the future, one or more roles can 
be added to the table. DOCTOR, NURSE, FIREFIGHTER, and POLICE are separated 
from their parents’ table (i.e., PERSON) to allow frequent updates on the geo-location of 
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each resource person. A resource person who is a fire-fighter and a police officer would 
be more likely to have his or her location updated more frequently than a doctor or a 
nurse. Consequently, when a record is updated, we would query a smaller table compared 
to having only one Person table to update (i.e., performance). In addition, it allows table 
access to only the one that is required and hence it is a better security solution. However, 
the horizontal partition solution is the tradeoff of having the cognitive load by making 
four tables. 
• A RESPONSIBILTY can either be assigned or not assigned (STATUSTYPE). A 
PERSON can have one or more assignments or not at all. The RESPONSIBILTY record 
has description, start date, and end date of an assignment. 
• Each PERSON has longitude and latitude location data that are periodically updated. The 
update time is recorded in the updateDateTime attribute. 
• Every PERSON has a UserSession data to authenticate his/her login. Each 
USERSESSION is identified by personID. For each login, the generated sessionID, 
tokenID, and the login time data are stored. 
• Each PERSON can have phone contact information. The contact number can be one of 
the following types - an office phone number, a home phone, a mobile phone, or a pager 
number. 
• The ADDRESS information includes zipcode, city name, state, street address, country. 
The address belongs to either a home address or an office address type. 
• A BUILDING can have one or many addresses; every room can only be in one building. 
• A PERSON can have the same address as the BUILDING that contains chemicals. 
• buildingID is used to identify a building that contains a building number, a building 
name, and a building abbreviation. One BUILDING belongs to one ADDRESS. 
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• roomID is used to identify a ROOM in a building. Each room has a number. 
• A ROOM might store one or many chemical substances or none at all. Each CHEMICAL 
is identified by chemicalID. A CHEMICAL has name, title, and link to an online MSDS 
database. The chemical name is the name of a chemical substance, while the chemical 
title is the name with coding according to the MSDS database. The CANOFFLINE 
attribute was added to determine if a chemical list is allowed to be displayed and stored 
locally or not. 
This project cycle went through the process where the approach taken to develop the prototype 
was incremental. As a result, tables were changed and added as a feature was changed or a new 
feature was added. For instance, initially the chemical listing feature was not part of the project 
scope. However, after several meetings with tested users (RIT public safety), the functionality 
was recommended as an important part to the emergency response team. Consequently, the 
chemical related tables and attributes were added to the design. In addition, the database was 
demoralized as the prototype has evolved over time.  For example, PERSON table was initially 
designed as a single table to contain PERSON data and PERSON geo-location. However, to 
improve performance four tables that represent each resource group (i.e., doctor, nurse, fire 
fighter, and police officer) were created. The table is used to record geo-location data as it is 
updated. Not all of the four resource groups would require having position updated frequently. 
For instance, police officers would move more often compared to doctors and nurses. 
Consequently, the police officer table would get updated more often than the doctor table. To 
sum up, the database design in this project could be reevaluated and the database refactoring 
technique could be studied to improve the design. Ambler (2003) states that the database 
refactoring technique is the technique to make change to a database schema while the behavioral 
and the informational semantics of the database are retained. 
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4.2. Applications 
4.2.1. Login Authentication and Security 
 
Table 1 shows the validation list for user authentication input form. The username and password 
inputs are validated before being transferred to the web server for authentication checking. If the 
password passes, the client-side validation is then encrypted and sent to the server. The login file 
map can be seen in Figure 12. 
Table 2: Login Validation Check List for username and password form field 
 
Check For Function Name Character Check Action 
Encode input before 





























es  (stringinput) 
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As discussed in the security section, the password is stored in the database as an encrypted 
password. The input password is also encrypted using SHA-1 algorithm before being transmitted 
to the web server. SHA-1 is selected for the user authentication application because it is a one-
way encryption where there is no need to decrypt the password. In addition, SHA-1 requires less 
computational time when compared to the HMAC algorithm and it is more secure than MD5. 
With the tradeoff of usability and security, the user input password is encrypted using JavaScript. 
This raises the question of how secure the algorithm could be when the code can be viewed 
through web browsers on normal personal computers. The solution for the issue is to have the 
encrypted JavaScript class file encoded and optimized through code-space removal where the file 
becomes non-readable. Consequently, the code or the algorithm is protected. However, the 
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downside of this technique is that, for encoding the whole file, the normal 5,485 bytes 
“Encrypted.js” file is equivalent to 11,637 bytes when the file is encoded. This introduces a high 
overhead for the system that has direct impact on the page respond time and the application 
performance. Therefore, the solution was not selected. Nevertheless, the current one-way 
encryption method is already applied for the security. 
 
The JavaScript encryption code is based on the PHP SHA-1 code. The encryption code is taken 
from PHP.JS (http://phpjs.org/functions/sha1) by Kevin van Zonneveld (2009). Ballad and 
Ballad (2009), and Kim and Skoudis (2009) suggest using a well-known, carefully developed, 
and tested encryption code by others. Consequently, the code taken is fitted in the category. 
 
After receiving the validated username and password from a client, the web server then queries 
for corresponding data from the database server (i.e., searching for matched user and password). 
If the user is a legitimate user, then he/she is authenticated and allowed to access the rest of the 
application. 
 
Both the server-side authentication and the Gibson or NOVA firewall protect the application 
while the network connectivity is active for the chemical list HTTPS request mode. However, the 
protections are no longer valid after users accept the caching mode of the manifest file. The 
manifest file is used for storing Web files (i.e., HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and image files) in 
application cache 
(http://developer.apple.com/safari/library/documentation/iPhone/Conceptual/SafariJSDatabaseG
uide/OfflineApplicationCache/OfflineApplicationCache.html, 2009). The issue and a proposed 
solution are addressed in the data availability for off-line mode section (5.3). To protect against 
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session hijacking, a random generated one-time token key is created. All sessions are destroyed 
after users log out (Ballad & Ballad, 2009; Nexus, 2007). Figure 13 shows the login 
authentication program flow. 
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4.2.2. Content Presentation for Chemical Listing Using XSL and XSLT Display 
Transformation 
 
According to Rischpater (2001), the combination of XSL processor, XSL style sheet, and XML 
content is an abstract markup language based on XML document. Consequently, it is said to be 
free of device constraints where different web browser clients support the use of the 
technologies. Therefore, Rischpater (2001) concludes that the advantage of utilizing the abstract 
markup language for mobile device screens will help scalability in deploying. By adding 
additional style sheets, mobile web application content can be presented differently on different 
mobile web clients in the future (e.g., different screen sizes). Figure 14 shows the file structure of 
the chemical listing page. The web content presentation program flow is shown in Figure 15. 
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A room contains one or more chemicals. The chemical has a link to the online Material Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS) database 
(http://www2.hazard.com/msds/gn.cgi?whole=whole&start=0&query=). The link of a chemical 
list is pulled from the database through PHP file as shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows a 
chemical listing in a form of XML representation (chemicalist.xml). 
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XSLT style sheet named “room.xsl” is written to transform the XML DOM content 
representation into a specified format for display while applying CSS style sheet and in-line 
styling properties. The result is the XSLT processor generates markup for display on users’ 
mobile web browser screens. XSLT technology is selected because it is a related W3C 
specification for rendering XML documents to a display format. XML document is a web 
standard language for displaying content on mobile devices (Pashtan, 2005). In addition to the 
web content display format, XSL is also the code used as the processing control to pick specific 
elements within the XML document. Hence, it is a way for optimization by replacing the 
functionality that is normally performed with JavaScript. Consequently, it can help reduce the 
JavaScript code size on the client. For the chemical listing, the conditional processing control is 
used to display only four (4) items at a time. The control code is used to count the total number 
of chemicals in the list and to keep track of how many more are left on the list in the room to be 
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loaded for the display. A <sort> element by a chemical name is added to display the list sorted in 
ascending order (room.xsl). 
4.2.3. Data Availability for Off-Line Mode 
 
The two important aspects of the project are mobility and the urgent need for data in emergency 
situations. The mobility allows the users to assess data from anywhere at any convenient time. 
During an emergency situation, it is critical that a user is able to locate important data when 
needed. However, during such situations there is a risk of heavy network traffic or worse no 
network connection at all. Hence, data persistence and data availability are critical during such 
situations. One solution is to have off-line data available using browser technology where the 
data is cached. Consequently, the caching data can be viewed even though the connection is lost. 
 
After research, the browser-manifest file caching method and storing of selected data in SQLite 
techniques are selected. However, due to security reasons, each mobile device is set through a 
factory setting to have limited space available for manifest file caching and the SQLite database. 
This space limit is overcome by saving only selected data and by using optimization. The 
manifest file application cache is supported by Firefox 3* and 3.1, Safari 3* and 3.1, and iPhone 
OS 2.1+. 
 
In addition to the space issues, there are also security concerns. Therefore, the chemical listing 
room cache mode is implemented on Gibson whereas the view-only mode module is 
implemented on CHW. Gibson is selected to be used in the view and save mode because of 
security. Gibson already has a server and network security set so that only users inside the RIT 
network can access the server. As a result, only those who have access to RIT can see the view 
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and save mode to have off-line data available. Nevertheless, if the device is stolen, anyone can 
easily view the off-line cache page. To overcome such issue, a randomly generated token key is 
created each time the user views the page. The view-and-save mode is protected by 
authentication using the random generated token key. Figure 18 represents the program flow 
between Client, Gibson web server, and CHW web server for retrieving chemical listing data of 
a room. 
Figure 18: Retrieving Room data from MySQL and store on SQLite via CHW web server from 




Connectivity status of the network availability (i.e., with network or without network 
connection) is checked asynchronously using AJAX technique. Figure 19 shows the code 
implemented for this feature. The code is called from the chemical list view page on Gibson. The 
program flows can be seen in Figure 20. To enable manifest cache file the add type cache 
manifest is added to the .htaccess file - “AddType text/cache-manifest .manifest”. Also, the 
cache files for the off-line mode, in particular the SQLite client-side database file, are stored with 
CACHE MANIFEST in the “viewsave.manifest” file: 
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Figure 19: JavaScript code to check for network connectivity status 
 
 
Figure 20: Off-line data cache web map for chemical listing 
 
 
As the data is being transmitted, it should first encrypt using the hashing method (e.g., HMAC). 
The encrypted data will then be sent from the server via REST service. However, decrypting the 
data with JavaScript on the client side can take a lot of time and hence this method was not used. 
The HTTPS server (i.e., Gibson RIT web server) is used instead. 
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The off-line chemical list web application is protected by server side authentication. In addition 
to the set server side authentication, it is also protected through the firewall of RIT network (i.e., 
Gibson server). Consequently, only authorized RIT users are allowed to connect to the system, 
and the RIT wireless network connection is encrypted using WPA where transmitted data is 
encrypted. Figure 21 shows the .htaccess code written for the feature on Gibson. 
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Table 3: Off-line data persistent solution and its trade-offs 
 
Problem Solution Impacts 
· Data persistent during no 
connection time 
· Performance during peak 
time 
· Web caching 
· Storing data using JavaScript 
SQLite database (Maximum size 
6 MB) 
· Limited file size that can 
be stored on the device 
· Increases risk of  data 
security 
· File size problem · Optimization 
· Only store selected data 
· Usability 
· Raises security concern 
· Security · Cache files can only be retrieved 
from trusted network (Gibson) – 
HTTPS 
· Only store non-sensitive data 
locally and sensitive data on the 
server 
· Using RIT network 
authentication to protect the file 
– LDAP 
· Reduce security risk from 
the unauthorized users 
· Data security on lost/stolen 
device 
· Utilizing data encryption for 
chemical listing in the SQLite 
database can be implemented in 
the future 
· It can affect system 
performance due to 
longer computation time 
· Data security on lost/stolen 
device 
· User authentication on one time 
use random generated token id. 
The token id can be used as a 
public key to encrypt and decrypt 
data in the SQLite database in 
the future 
· It will increase the size of 
file that could reach the 
file size limit 
· It will affect performance 
– due to computation 
time 
· It has the impact on 
usability 
· Data security on lost/stolen 
device 
· Remotely delete data (can be 
implemented in the future) 
· Timing - it can be too 
late by the time the 
device is identified to be 
missing 
· Network Connection – it 
requires a device to be 
connected to Internet to 
have data remotely wiped 
for iPhone 3GS 
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4.2.4. Location Tracking 
 
To track the real time position of a moving resource, the resource must have the GPS-enabled 
device. As stated in the review of the literature, GPS is being used worldwide by national 
mapping agencies for geographic information systems and for natural disaster prediction 
systems. Despite the power consumption disadvantages, GPS is still a reasonable choice for this 
system. GPS geo-location is retrieved from the iPhone GPS-enabled device. A native Object-C 
code is written to capture a device GPS location. In the case of an iPod Touch or a device that is 
not GPS-enabled, Wi-Fi positioninig service is used instead to capture a user location. This is 
done through a client-side coding (JavaScript) 
(http://developer.apple.com/safari/library/documentation/AppleApplications/Reference/SafariWe
bContent/GettingGeographicalLocations/GettingGeographicalLocations.html, 2009) as 
suggested by Jefferson (2009). 
 
The system provides location data in geo-coding coordinates (i.e., latitude and longitude 
coordinates). The mapping data and other additional positioning information are retrieved from 
an online available map server (e.g., Google or Live search map). Since the overhead for Google 
map and the image files for icons on this page are already large, the XML current location file is 
not encrypted. This is a trade off between security and performance. If MySQL SPATIAL data 
features and indexes are available, this could potentially improve the performance of retrieving 
the geolocation data from the database. The map page is protected by user-login authentication. 
Figure 22 displays the map page file listing. The geolocation data is recorded in a XML format 
and is parsed by XMLHttpRequest. A map marker has tab content showing user’s information. 
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“tabbedmaxcontent.js” is a Google Maps API utility library by Liu (2009). “elable.js” is another 
Google Maps API by Williams (2009) to display and label each marker (i.e., icon) on the map. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Work 
 
One of the main objectives of this project is to provide a real time prototype of a resource-
tracking solution that is usable during an emergency situation. The system is created to provide 
real-time tracking of resources, sending position information about the resources (including 
human resources) to a decision-maker so that managing the resources can be performed 
effectively and efficiently during a time-sensitive situation. The “chemical listing” feature is 
implemented to demonstrate how a mobile device application can be used to provide data as a 
safeguard for an emergency response team, and possibly to the general public, before they enter 
a questionable area. Consequently, this is a tool that allows public-safety teams to assess a 
situation in real-time. In addition, managing potentially risky issues (i.e., chemicals) when there 
is a disaster such as a fire is also important to a decision maker. 
With Internet connectivity and mobile accessibility, the system offers the advantage of 
information availability anywhere on- or off-site. Another important focus of the project is the 
usability of web-based applications on mobile devices and ensuring suitability for a time-
sensitive scenario. This project does not address the hardware challenges of mobile devices (e.g., 
battery life) and the wireless network connection issues directly. Instead, the system design and 
implementation were selected as the best compromise between four key factors – availability, 
performance, security, and usability. 
There were many issues encountered in implementing this project. The scope of the project was 
not clear at the start. Instead of implementing just a prototype application, I researched factors 
and best solutions as more and more related issues evolved. The project went through an 
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incremental circle where features were changed and added. As a result, the project ended up 
covering different areas of the architecture, usability, availability, performance, and security. 
Consequently, it demonstrated the difficult process for a single developer to oversee the entire 
system (e.g., database design, architecture, security, usability) as it changed over time. For 
instance, the database structure was redesigned to include a new feature (i.e., chemical listing 
data). The database structure shown in Appendix 1 is not the actual current database. It is the 
redesign to anticipate the future improvement for user data (i.e., doctor, nurse, fire fighter, and 
police officer tables).  The database refactoring technique should be further investigated and 
applied for future improvements. The proposed solutions, including the database design, could 
be changed according to the real application requirements.  
As discussed, this project design depends on many trade-offs between security, availability and 
performance where usability is the most important factor. The current usability solutions do not 
accommodate color blindness. Selected colors to delineate rows in chemical listing table, for 
instance, should have a higher degree of contrast with each other (Hoffman, 1999). In addition, 
simple symbols may be used instead of colors to represent how dangerous each chemical is.  
Another challenge for this project is to design the architecture and the selected the best 
technologies to incorporate the different parts of the system. REST was used for the purpose. 
Some of the implementation solutions rely on future improvements in existing technologies. For 
instance, the iPhone Map API was not initially available and was not released until towards the 
end of the project. Consequently, there was enough time to compare the Web solution and the 
iPhone native solution. Though, the Native code for the map feature was programmed; there was 
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not enough time to perform bench marking. The improvement of mobile web browser in the 
future would also be a factor in improving the system performance and user interface design.  
Testing is another problem for this type of application, testing each feature was very time-
consuming as both desktop platform and mobile platform were tested. The limited privileges 
available on NOVA server and Gibson server limit the ability of installing new libraries for the 
application such as the SPATIAL database features. Though, the full privilege on Streamer and 
CHW were granted later in the project, the servers also host other important data. Consequently, 
changing a configuration on the servers could potentially introduce a problem to the entire 
system.  The Web security addressed should be taken into consideration, nevertheless moving all 
the applications to the HTTPS enabled system would help to increase system security. 
As the design relies upon pre-existing commodity products and services, research that addresses 
the significance of wireless network connectivity and mobile device battery life during a crisis 
situation could provide directions for improving the system. The following is a list of future 
works that could be further investigated to improve the system design and implementation: 
· Utilizing and implementing unit automatic testing with the potential to speed up the 
development process. In addition, decreasing the chance of overlooking system bugs due to 
human error testing. 
· Using real devices other than the iPhone to test the system on the web browser of each 
mobile platform. 
· Performing real-time testing with emergency personnel. 
· Implementing an offline version as a location-tracking module using an image map. 
· Implementing search function for chemical data. 
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· Encryption implementation of data on SQLite database on the client side for the offline-
caching mode on a device. 
· Developing position tracking inside a building using wireless strength to indicate position. 
This could be developed using iPhone object-C API. 
· Continuing on investigation of the use of SPATIAL database in different DBMS. Re-
examining the database design. 
· Implementing an alert system to notify users in the event of a crisis situation other than the 
use of the short messaging service (SMS) system. One possible solution could be to use 
XSLT technology to send a command to print the warning out to a printer. 
· Setting up a team comprised of different disciplines to collaborate on the project instead of 
using a single developer method. 
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Appendix 1: Redesign ERD Database Modeling Diagram 
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Appendix 2: Document Size 
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Appendix 3: List of File 
 
Table 4: List of Document File 
 
File Name Description Note 
Authentication.php Check user authentication CHW web server 
BackEndAccess.php Back end MySQL query class CHW web server 
ConnectDB.php Back end MySQL connection class CHW web server 
DomAccess.php XML parse class for DOM document CHW web server 












Sanjanwala, & Thomas, 
2009) 
getclient_chw.php 
make a REST request to CHW web server 
to retrieve data Gibson web server 
getCurrentLocations.php generates geo-location XML data CHW web server 
getGoogleStaticMap.php retrieves Google static map CHW web server 
getmsds.php retrieve link from online MSDS database CHW web server 
global.php re-directs user on fail log in authentication CHW web server 
index.html chemical listing page for off-line viewing Gibson web server 
index.php login authentication CHW web server 
logout.php clear session on log out CHW web server 
mainmenu.php 
main menu listing three main pages - map 
page, chemical listing view only, and 
chemical listing with caching CHW web server 
map.php Resource Location tracking CHW web server 
rest_database.php 
Receive REST request and response to a 
request in XML format CHW web server 
room.php 
chemical listing page for online viewing 
only CHW web server 
room_api.php 
parses XML chemical data and XSL 
functions CHW web server 
Session.php Generate Session/token key randomly CHW web server 
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Table 5: List of Script File 
 
File Name Description Note 
_cachestatus.js 







checks current network or 
Internet connectivity  
control.js 
chemical room viewing 
control  
elabel.js 
displays marker label on 
Google map 
taken from Google map API library 




code based on PHP 
library 
taken from http://phpjs.org/functions/sha1 
(Zonneveld, 2009) 
jquery.ondemand.js 
AJAX - JavaScript 
Library taken from http://jquery.com/ (Resig, 2009) 
jquery-1.3.2.min.js 
AJAX - JavaScript 
Library taken from http://jquery.com/ (Resig, 2009) 
js/Login.js 
calls logout if the logout 
button is clicked  
js/SelectCHWDB.js 
queries SQLite database 
on the client side  
loaddata.js 
parse geo-location XML 
data to Google map  
pagetransition.js page transisition functions  
popupcontrol.js 
chemical viewing pop up 
control  
SetupDB.js 
creates SQLite database 
on the client side  
String.js 
Trims space of user input 
in the input form  
tabbedmaxcontent.js 
displays multiple tabs off 
a marker on Google map 
taken from Google map API library (Liu, 
2009) 
touchOrient.js screen orientation  
utils.js 
Google map loading 
functions and some 
common functions  
Validator.js 




longitude and latitude 
capture Geo-location 
Safari Reference Library: Getting 
Geographic Locations (Apple Inc, 2009) 
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Table 6: List of Style Sheet, XML, XSL File 
 
File Name Description Note 
building/iPhone.css 
style sheet for iPhone/iPod Touch screen 
chemical viewing page CHW Web Server 
building/style.css 
style sheet for floor map on chemical viewing 
page CHW Web Server 
chemical.xml 
chemical list retrieved from MySQL database 
through CHW CHW Web Server 
currentlocation.xml 
location list retrieved from MySQL database 
through CWH CHW Web Server 
desktop.css style sheet desktop screen size web browser CHW Web Server 
form/formDesktop.css 
style sheet for desktop screen login page (i.e., 
login input form) CHW Web Server 
form/formIphone.css 
style sheet for iPhone/iPod Touch screen login 
page (i.e., login input form) CHW Web Server 
iPhone.css 
style sheet for iPhone/iPod Touch screen size 
web browser CHW Web Server 
map/desktop.css 
style sheet for desktop screen map page (i.e., 
resource tracking) CHW Web Server 
map/iPhone.css 
style sheet for iPhone/iPod Touch screen map 
page (i.e., resource tracking) CHW Web Server 
room.xsl parse XML chemical listing file  
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